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Student talents are often characterized as “Digital Natives”.
This should constitute a high affinity towards digital solutions
and services for them.

This study analyses to what extend this assumption applies.
Especially in the area of recruiting and especially at the
address by companies.

Specifically this study intends to answer questions like: On
which online-platforms student talents are active, where
shall be placed job announcements, how should the contact
once made followed up and what roles could have digital
solutions like chatbots, video-interviews, virtual tours etc.

In addition this study offers a direct comparison between a
similar study performed in Germany (University of Bayreuth
at www.persoblogger.de) with German students and offers a
direct comparison between the preferences of German
student talents and Romanian student talents. The Romanian
student talents were addressed by using Crystal’s extended
database of students which participated in Crystal System’s
different IT related courses in Romania.

ABSTRACT
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The representative study analyses the Student Talent expectations
and attitudes (RO – N = 511, DE – N = 574) in relation to the Talent
Experience when recruiting through companies with a view to the
degree of digitization at applicants communication.
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December 2018 – March 2018 (DE)
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STUDY

Release date: 

February, 2020

Investigation period:

October- December 2019

This study examines the expectations and attitudes of Romania students 

from Bucharest (N = 511) regarding the recruiting process and the 

degree of digitization in the applicant communication. It is using a 

similar methodology like the "Digital Candidate Journey 2019/2020" 

survey in order to investigate the differences between attitudes of 

German students and Romanian students form Bucharest. 
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Question: "Which of the following web-pages sites do you know?" (N = 574)

RO DE



WHERE DO STUDENT TALENTS LOOK FOR JOB OFFERS?

ROMANIAN STUDENT TALENTS

In Romania the top 3 job portals are e-jobs, LinkedIn and

Hippo. Remarkable that two out of the three job portals are

local, national job portals e-jobs and Hippo. Only LinkedIn

managed it to enter in the Romanian phalanx. In the top 5

job portals are even 3 Romanian job portals with adding

Bestjobs and only Indeed got into the top 5.

In Germany the globally operating job platforms Stepstone,

Indeed and Monster are leading the pack. Followed by

Jobscout24, ranked 4th, a platform focussed on German

speaking markets and Jobbörse.de, the official job platform

of the German employment agency ranked 5th .
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GERMAN STUDENTS

IN COMPARISON it can be stated that Romanian Student Talents are more focussed on

local job platforms. While German Student Talents are more focused on international job
platforms.

This could be explained by the fact that all interviewed Romanian Student Talents registered for
Crystal IT courses. And that the Romanian IT market is a strong growing market with a huge
presence of multinational players with high demand in qualified resources. So that there seems to
be no need for international job searches.
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Question: “On which of the following network or platforms would you like to be contacted directly and 

personally from potential employers?” (N=511)

Students want to be addressed by companies on 
these platforms.
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Question: "On which of these networks and platforms do you want to be addressed personally and 
directly by potential employers (e.g. via Messenger)?" (N = 574)

Students want to be addressed by 
companies on these platforms.
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ON WHICH PLATFORMS STUDENTS WANT TO BE ADDRESSED 
BY COMPANIES?

ROMANIAN STUDENT TALENTS

In Romania Students want to be address by Companies via a

Business Platform like LinkedIn (73,58%) but also have no

problem to get contacted via their private accounts at

WhatsApp (52,54%), Facebook (45,01), Instagram (24,27%)

or YouTube (7,24).

Students in Germany which are active on business platforms

like LinkedIn (92,09) or Xing (84,24%) also want to be

contacted by companies via these platforms. Facebook

(29,89%), Instagram (21,41%) and WhatsApp (15,16%) are

still a potential communication channel to address Students

but significant lower than professional business platforms.
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GERMAN STUDENTS

IN COMPARISON it looks like that German Students make a more clear differentiation

between private and professional communication channels. Romanian Students do not have that

strict separation between professional communication and private ones. WhatsApp is accepted by

52,54% of Romanian Students as contact channel from employer to Student but only by 15,16% of

the German Students.
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Yes
74.95%

No
25.05%

Have you already visited a career event or 
job fair?

Question: “Have you already visited a career event or job fair?” (N=511)

Yes
73.69%

No
26.31%

Have you already visited a career event or 
Job fair?:

Question: "Have you already attended a career / company contact fair?" (N = 574)

RO DE



STUDENTS FROM PUB

Nearly three quarters of the interviewed students have 

visited a career event or a company contact event.
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GERMAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS AT CAREER EVENTS OR COMPANY CONTACT FAIRS

Nearly three quarters of the interviewed students have 

visited a career event or a company contact event.

IN COMPARISON Interviewed students in both countries seem to prefer the direct face-

to-face contacts with potential employers to gather information and a sense of the corporate
culture of potential employers.
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What kind of corporate offers are of special 
interest for you?

Question: “What kind of corporate offers are of special interest for you?” (N=511) Question: "Which of these company offers are you particularly interested in?
Multiple answers possible. "(N = 574)
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS

Students are primarily looking for offers from companies
where they can contribute and prove themselves. At the
most popular are working student jobs and theses. After all,
around a third are also happy about soft skills training and
trial internships.

Just under a quarter would like to further develop their
practical knowledge by assigning a mentor to the company
or by case studies
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GERMAN STUDENTS

WHAT KIND OF CORPORATE OFFERS ARE OF 
SPECIAL INTEREST FOR STUDENTS 

Internships‘s and Projects are the primarily targets of
students. Followed by Soft Skill training and Mentoring
Programs. Trial Internships and Professional Lectures are still
for 25% of the students of interest.

Final Study Works for exams and Exchange at Careers Events
still are of interest for around 20% of the students. Case-
Study-Seminars are with 16,05% quite unpopular.

IN COMPARISON In both countries Internship’s and Projects are among the top three and

confirm by this the interest of students to contribute and prove themselves. A huge difference
shows up at the Theses for Exams which are of interested for ~60% of German students but only
of ~20% of interest for Romanian students. This might indicate a space for improvement for the
cooperation between Universities and Companies in Romania.

Soft Skill Training and Mentoring Programs are of higher relevance for Romanian students then for
German students. This may indicate that Romanian Students are more attentive to soft-skill and
personal development at this career stage than German students.



What kind of communication channel with companies you prefer?
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Question: “What kind of communication channel with companies you prefer?” (N=511)
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Chat with HR responsible via 
Social-Media or WhatsApp

AVG:           RO=5.73            DE=4.68
TOP2:         RO=69%            DE=21%

Digital tour of the offices of a 
potential employer with 

VR-Glasses

AVG:           RO=5.30            DE=4.68
TOP2:         RO=54%            DE=41%

Participation of a virtual corporate 
contact fair on your PC

AVG:         RO=5.56                DE=3.59
TOP2:       RO=61%                DE=16%

Video Call with a HR 
Representative of the company

AVG:            RO=5.11        DE=4.30
TOP2:          RO=49%        DE=30%

Written communication via 
Chatbot / an Artificial Intelligence

AVG:           RO=4.63           DE=2.43
TOP2:         RO=35%            DE=5%

Average on a scale of
1 (Don’t  prefer at all) to
7 (Fully prefer) (N=511)

What kind of communication channel with companies you prefer?

Question: “What kind of communication channel with companies you prefer?” (N=511)



STUDENTS FROM PUB

Romania students preferred the most the chat with HR 

responsible via WhatsApp or Social media with an average 

value of 5.73 followed by participating in a virtual corporate 

contact fair (5,56) and a virtual guided tour through the 

company with (5,30).

On a scale from 1 – 7 German students barely ranked in

average one of the modern communication channels higher

than 4,68 as their preferred means of communication.

In conclusion this could be interpreted as comparatively low

interest in modern communication channels towards and

with companies.
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GERMAN STUDENTS

WHAT KIND OF COMMUNICATION CHANNELS WITH 
COMPANIES YOU PREFER?

IN COMPARISON Romanian students are more affine to modern communication channels and means like German

students. Following these results it might be indicated that multinational companies, active in both countries think about
different communication strategies in the recruitment process in each country.

In common for both countries it can be seen that the communication human-to-human, like Chat with HR via WhatsApp or
Social Media ranks high. Interpersonal interaction is in both countries still or specially in digital times of relevance.
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Question: “Which of these criteria are of special relevance for you to choose your future employer? 
(please choose exact your top 5 criteria’s)” (N=511)

Question: “Which of these criteria are of special relevance for you when choosing an employer?
Choose exactly the five most important criteria for you! ”(N = 574)
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS

For Romanian it counts: Career Opportunities and an 

appropriate one high renumeration on top. Followed by 

Atmosphere at work and a proper Work-Life-Balance. It 

follows For one quarter of the students Advanced / Further 

Training as being relevant in their choice of a future 

employer. The Location of their employment is for 21.5% of 

students of particularly relevance followed by the Ability of 

Innovation and the Work task(s).  International, orientation, 

corporate success, identification wit the company or 

Working Time Models are of less relevance for the 

Romanian Students when assessing their future Employer.

For students, that is what counts: direct work experiences 

like work task and work atmosphere. Work-life balance, an 

appropriate one high remuneration as well as promotion or 

Career opportunities follow with clear distance. 

Relatively less relevant for students for the assessment of 

the Employer attractiveness is a characteristic of the 

company such as the general corporate culture, the image of 

the company the ability to innovate or the international 

orientation.
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GERMAN STUDENTS

WHICH CRITERIA ARE PARTICULARLY RELEVANT FOR 
STUDENTS WHEN CHOOSING AN EMPLOYER?
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WHICH CRITERIA ARE PARTICULARLY RELEVANT FOR 
STUDENTS WHEN CHOOSING AN EMPLOYER?

IN COMPARISON While for German students the direct Work Experiences, like Work Task(s) and Work Atmosphere

are of high relevance, the Romanian students are more focussed on Career Opportunities and an appropriate enumeration,
while the Work Tasks are ranked by the Romanian students with just 13,7% on rank 7, the German students ranked the work
task on rank 1.

Advanced Education is of high relevance for the Romanian students, while for German students it is ranked more in the
middle. The international orientation of a company is also of higher relevance for Romanian students than for German
students.

Interesting to see is also that “soft factors” like corporate culture and image are valued and ranked quite at the bottom line
in Romania with just 3,33% respectively 4,31% but in Germany they are ranked with 14,56% respectively 10,79% at the
bottom line of the middle – even before the corporate success.

These differences in the relevance of students to choose their future employer shall be considered in the regional /
national employer branding strategy and communicated correspondently.
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I have a detailed interest in a job or
internship

The company representative appears
sympathic/likeable to me

There are attractive prizes linked with
competition

If I get attractive Give-Aways in
exchange

The company pays for this

Fully Agree Agree Agree partially Neither Do not agree partially Do not agree Do not agree at all

TOP2
79.45%

TOP2
48.92%

TOP2
22.70%

TOP2
19.57% TOP2

14.68%

Question: “On a Career Event like getting in Contact with a Company I leave my contact data only if, …” (N=511)

On a Career Event I leave my contact data to a company only if, …
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“… there are attractive prizes linked 
with competition.”

AVG:              RO=3.99           DE=2.93
TOP2:            RO=23%            DE=8%

“…I have a detailed interest in a 
job or internship.”

AVG:          RO=6.02           DE=6.12
TOP2:        RO=79%            DE=83%

“… the company representative 
appears sympathic/likeable to me.”

AVG:            RO=5.17           DE=5.13    
TOP2:          RO=49%           DE=33%

“… the company pays for this.”

AVG:              RO =3.15         DE=2.20
TOP2:            RO=15%           DE=5%

“… I get attractive Give-Aways in 
exchange.”

AVG:            RO =3.95         DE= 2.54 
TOP2:          RO=20%           DE=7%

On a Career Event I leave my contact data to a company only if, …

Question: “On a Career Event I leave my contact data to a Company only if, …” (N=511). 
Average on a scale of 1 (Do not agree at all) to 7 (Fully agree)

Mittelwert auf einer Skala von 1 (stimme überhaupt nicht zu) bis 7 (stimme vollkommen zu)
(N=423)



STUDENTS FROM PUB

Corporate representatives want to get in contact with their 

target group to get into a personal contact. Therefore they 

need the personal contact data.

Romanian students have here the same priorities like the 

German students and share their personal data willingly if 

they have

a.) a detailed interest in a job or internship and

b.) “.. The company representative appears likeable…”

Corporate representatives want to get in contact with their 

target group to get into a personal contact. Therefore they 

need the personal contact data.

Students are comparatively restrictive with disclosing their 

data. Neither payments nor give-aways are influencing their 

decision.

The most decisive factor for the students to leave their 

contact data is the detailed interest in job or position. 

Followed by the soft factor of sympathy for the contact 

person.

Also here the human factor in the recruitment process is 

unfolding its power.  Does the corporate representative 

appears likable then students are willingly disclose their 

27

GERMAN STUDENTS

ON A CAREER EVENT I LEAVE MY CONTACT DATA TO A 
COMPANY ONLY IF, …
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158, 
38%

24, 
6%

148, 
36%

84, 
20%

Students about the preferred transfer of 
their personal data to companies

I insert my contact data in an
online-form (i.e. tablet, pc,
notebook etc.)

I write my contact data in a list
(paper bases)

I will take the business card of
the company representative
and will contact him later.

I will take a company brochure
and will get informed via the
corporate website before I get
in contact with the company.

Direct data transfer

Indirect data transfer
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Question: “Imagine you are on a job fair and you have identified a potential employer for you, 
how would you like to stay in contact?”(N=511). Multiple answers “yes” allowed for the 
interviewed students.

290,
29%

163,
17%

206,
21%

327,
33%

Student about the preferred transfer of 
their personal data to companies

I insert my contact data in
an online-form (i.e. tablet
pc, notebook etc)

I will put my contact data in
a list (paper based)

I will take the business card
of the company
representative and will
contact him later

I will take a company
brochure and will get
informed via their website
before I get in contact with
them

453

533
Question: “Please imagine that you found representatives of an employer that you are 
interested in at a company contact fair. How do you want to stay in touch? "(N = 423)

182

RO DE

Direct data transfer

Indirect data transfer
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Also in Romania the students like to take the initiative. 54% 

of them like to collect company information, consult them 

and then get in contact with the potential future employer. 

Related to the question about their preferences how to give 

their personal data on career events or similar, the majority 

of students prefer electronic variants.

Students like to take the initiative and approach companies.

The information needs of students at the Employer choice is 

high. Company brochure as well as the career website have large 

Importance. The majority of the students consult them and then, 

if interests matches, contact the company. 

Should data directly collected at a career event, the students 

prefer clearly an electronic variant via a digital form (e.g. tablet) 

versus paper-based solutions. 

Most respondents are relatively carefree towards online-forms . 

Only a tenth has concerns about this Example with a view to 

data protection. Trust in the potential employer is essential for 

providing data to him. 

GERMAN STUDENTS

STUDENT ABOUT THE PREFERRED TRANSFER OF THEIR 
PERSONAL DATA TO COMPANIES

STUDENTS FROM PUB
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GERMAN STUDENTS

STUDENT ABOUT THE PREFERRED TRANSFER OF THEIR 
PERSONAL DATA TO COMPANIES

ROMANIAN STUDENTS

IN COMPARISON In both countries students like to take the initiative after they informed themselves and consulted

the companies website and information materials (brochures, annual reports, etc).

On career events students in both countries prefer to insert their data in electronic forms rather than in paper-based forms
or lists, even if in direct comparison nearly Romanian students are accepting paper based list 3 times more often than
German students.

For companies these results indicates that their company presence in the internet and on social media as well as their
brochures shall be appealing to the students and talents to attract them to get in contact with the company and leave their
data. If this is ensured, also appropriate response times shall be ensured not to loose the potential candidate by loosing him
in too long business / recruitment processes.
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Students have no problem entering their 
data in an online form.
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Question: “Do you agree with the statement: “I feel uncomfortable to put my personal data in an 
online form.” (N=510). Average on a scale from 1 “Do not agree at all” to 7 “Fully agree” 

17,25%

23,33%

13,53%

18,82% 19,22%

6,27%

1,57%
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Neither Agree
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Students have no problem entering their data in 
an online form.

BOTTOM2
41%

TOP2
8%

Median: 3.37

Average on a scale from 1 “totally disagree” to 7 “totally agree” (N = 574)

Median: 3.43

RO DE

TOP2
11%

BOTTOM2
39%
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Romanian students do not have a problem or only partially

to fill in their personal data in an online form. In totally

around 53% communicated not to feel uncomfortable by

filing their personal data in an online form. Only 8%

answered that they feel uncomfortable to put their data in

an online form.

German students answered with 55% that they do not feel

uncomfortable (fully agreed till partially agreed) to put their

data in an online form. Just 11% out of 574 students feel

uncomfortable putting their data in an online form.

GERMAN STUDENTS

DO STUDENTS FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE IN PUTTING THEIR
DATA IN AN ONLINE-FORM?

ROMANIAN STUDENTS

IN COMPARISON here it can be stated that there could not be identified a significant difference in the answer to

the question “I feel uncomfortable to put my personal data an online form” between Romanian and German Students.
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17,52%

33,66%

40,16%

43,90%

45,67%

46,46%

72,64%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Advertising of the corporation

Social Media

Friend Suggestions

Employer Ranking Portals

Corporate Products

Corporate Website

Discussion with corporate representatives

Preferred information media when looking for an 
employer

Question: "Which of the following sources of information is most important to you when 
evaluating a potential employer? Please select exactly three criteria. (please choose exact your 
top 3 criteria’s) ” (N=508)

Question: "Which of the following sources of information is most important to you when 
evaluating a potential employer? Please select exactly three criteria. ”(N = 574)
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STUDENTS FROM ROMANIA

For the Romanian students, different from their German 

colleagues, the most preferred information source for their 

potential future employer is the discussion with corporate 

representatives. After this the Romanian Students are 

ranking Corporate Website, Corporate Products and 

Employer Ranking Portals of similar relevance like their 

German colleagues. And like the German students, the 

Romanian students rank Social Media and Corporate 

Advertising on the last two ranks.

Students inform themselves before choosing an employer - also from 

others. Most students inform themselves in a rather classic way via 

career websites or about well-known products of the company. The 

corporate brand (possibly also the product brand) radiates clearly on 

the employer brand.

Above all, social media is an important starting point in the Candidate 

Journey. As a source of information about the company, they are 

almost as far back as the company's advertising.

The softer factors in decision-making about an employer should not be 

underestimated. The opinion of friends or unknown anonymous third 

parties (for example (ex-) employees or applicants) on employer 

evaluation platforms is relevant for roughly half of those surveyed. In 

the context of employer branding, it is therefore advisable to refer to 

appropriate evaluations by the Respond to the company with 

comments as an employer on the employer rating platform.

GERMAN STUDENTS

PREFERRED INFORMATION MEDIA WHEN LOOKING FOR AN 
EMPLOYER
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STUDENTS FROM ROMANIA GERMAN STUDENTS

PREFERRED INFORMATION MEDIA WHEN LOOKING FOR AN 
EMPLOYER

IN COMPARISON here it can be stated that there could not be identified a significant difference in the answer to

the question “I feel uncomfortable to put my personal data an online form” between Romanian and German Students.



AWARENESS CONTACT RELEVANCE LEAD INFORMATION APPLICATIONINTERACTION
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Students are prepared to apply to many 
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1,17%

4,50% 4,89%
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38,16%
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Students are prepared to apply to many 
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TOP2: 70%

Median: 5.29

Question: “After I finished university, I will apply at many companies.” (N=511)
Average on a scale from 1 “Do not agree” to 6 “Fully agree”

BOTTOM2: 13%

TOP2: 31%

Median: 4.64
BOTTOM2: 6%

Question: “After I finished university, I will apply at many companies.” (N=511)

Average on a scale from 1 “Do not agree at all” to 7 “Fully agree”

RO DE
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS

In Romania the students agreed fully, agreed or partially 

agreed with ~90% to the statement “I will apply at many 

companies” 

Also here it can be stated:

Students are prepared to apply at many companies

Asked if they believe that they have to apply at many

companies, the student answered with the 31% that they

agree or fully agree to this statement. While 32,95% agreed

only partially. In total 63,95% are convinced that they have

to apply to many companies before they get their job.

In conclusion it can be stated:

Students are prepared to apply at many companies.

GERMAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ARE PREPARED TO APPLY TO MANY COMPANIES

IN COMPARISON In Romania students are convinced with nearly 90% that they have to write many applications

before finding their first job. This value is 16% higher ranked than at the German Students and could be interpreted, that
students in Romania are less optimistic to find a job very fast.
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Online-Application via corporate website Written application per eMail (PDF) Application just with one Snap / Video Written application via postal-services

Which is your preferred way to apply to a company?

Fully i like I like I like partially Neither Don't like partially Don't like Don't like at all

TOP2         RO 68%
TOP2         DE 75%

TOP2             RO 67%
TOP2             DE 72%

TOP2           RO 20%
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TOP2             DE 25%
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Question: “How do you like the following communication channels in the application 
process?” (N=511). Average on a scale from 1 “Don't like it at all" to 7 “Fully I Like"

„Wie gefallen Ihnen die folgenden Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten im Rahmen des Bewerbungsprozesses?“
Mittelwert auf einer Skala von 1 „Gefällt mir überhaupt nicht“ bis 7 „Gefällt mir besonders“ (N=574)
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS

Also in Romania the traditional way of application like 

online application via corporate website or written 

application via email (PDF) are in favour at the students. 

Application just via Snap or Video ranks with 20% just 2% 

ahead of a traditional application via postal service.

Like in Germany, companies shall consider these 

preferences and offer the more innovative application tools 

optional.

More and more companies are offering modern application 

solutions like snap-videos, pre-recorded videos or 

messenger services. But just a limited number of students is 

in favour of such solutions and prefer application via email 

or online-application tools. 

As of today companies shall consider these preferences and 

offer the more innovative application tools optional or for 

positions, where it is obviously that the candidate in his 

future job will have to present himself in public and needs 

good presentation and communication skills.

GERMAN STUDENTS

WHICH IS YOUR PREFERRED WAY TO APPLY TO A COMPANY?
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS GERMAN STUDENTS

WHICH IS YOUR PREFERRED WAY TO APPLY TO A COMPANY?

IN COMPARISON Even if in both countries students have similar preferences how to transmit their applications, it is

remarkable, that applications via Snap / Video are ranked in Romania with 20% five times higher than in Germany.

Taken this result into consideration and comparing it with the question “what communication channels do you prefer
with companies” [page 18] the present survey indicates, that Romanian students are more open to new technologies and
application- / recruitment tools than their German colleagues, despite the fact that overall the new technologies are ranked
in both countries the lowest.
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Question: “I am relatively sure to find a job very fast after I finished my studies.” (N=511). 
Average on a scale from 1 “Do not agree at all” to 7 “Fully agree”
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Most of the students expect to find a job 
relatively easily.
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Question: “After I finish my studies I am relatively sure to find a job very fast”. Average on a 
scale from 1 “Do not agree at all” to 7 “Fully agree” (N=574)
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ROMANIAN STUDENTS

ROMANIAN students fully agree (27,20%) or agree (32,09%) 

that they will find a job very fast after they finished their 

studies. 25,05% agreed partially to this statement.

In Germany students are relatively sure to find a job very

fast after they finished their studies and answered with fully

agree (17,94%) and agree 31,52% positively to this

statement. 26,82% answered that they partially agree with

this statement.

GERMAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ARE RELATIVELY SURE TO FIND A JOB VERY FAST

IN COMPARISON In both countries, students are quite optimistic to find a job very fast after their studies.

Summarizing the answers “fully agree”, “agree”, “partially agree” the positive answers in both countries sum up to around
75%.

Remarkable here is, that on one site the students expect to sent many applications and on the other site the student are
confident to find very fast a job after their studies. This discrepancy needs to be evaluated further.



SUMMARY
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SUMMARY

1
AWARENESS: Students are active online. But mostly in and for their private life. Social Networks are
therefore more suitable to increase awareness but not for interaction. This is valid for Romanian as well as for 
German students.

2

CONTACT: Here we have found a clear differentiator. German Students strictly separate their private life from their 
professional life and do not like to be contacted via their private profiles like Facebook or 
Instagram “DON’T RUN INTO MY LIFE” . Romanian Students are more open to be contacted also via their private 
accounts like WhatsApp, Facebook or Instagram and do not have this strict differentiation.

3
INTERACTION: Students in both countries are interested to contribute and prove themselves by participating
in internships, projects, mentoring programs. Companies shall react to this and prepare corresponding offers. 

4
COMMUNICATION: Students in both countries are (still) sceptical towards new ways of communication between
company an candidate. While direct online-chats with HR responsible are in both countries highly appreciated, chats
with Chatbots or Artificial Intelligence Interfaces are ranked in both countries  at the bottom of popularity.

5
TALENT’S KPI TO EVALUATE AN EMPLOYER: Also here a differentiator could be identified. While German students rank 
at first the daily Work task(s) for choosing an employer. Romanian students rank Career Opportunities at first. While 
in Romania the Salary follows on rank two, in Germany the Work Atmosphere is ranked on the second place.
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SUMMARY

6

LEAD: CAN’T BUY MY LEAD: Students know the value of their data and willingly give them just if they have a detailed
Interest in a job or Internship. Both, Romanian and German students ranked this first. In both Countries immediately
After follows the impression how “likeable” the company representative appears to the student, here the human
factor still plays an important role.

7

LEAD: DON’T CALL US, WE CALL YOU: In both Countries the majority of students prefer a more indirect way to transfer
their (personal) data to companies. Romanian as well as German students prefer to inform themselves first via
business cards or brochure and then contact on their own initiative the company or its representatives rather to give
their data directly to the company to be contacted.

8

INFORMATION: Students in both countries have multiple touchpoints for gathering information about their
future employer. While Romanian students prefer the direct discussion with corporate representatives, German 
Students prefer the Corporate Website as preferred information source. After this difference on the first rank, students
In both countries become more equal and rank direct human contacts / recommendations as preferred information 
Source. Social Media and Corporate Advertisings are ranked in both countries at the bottom line of named preferences.
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SUMMARY

9

APPLICATION: In both countries, in Romania as well as in German the students ranked Online Application
via a corporate website or transmitting a written application via email (PDF) on the top 2 ranks. Applications via one
Snap / Video barely exceeded in Romania the application via the traditional postal-service. In Germany the application
via Snap / Video even is falling in the student’s preferences behind the application via Snap / Video. In Germany only
4% ranked Snap / Video under the top 2 of their preferences, while in the same time applications via traditional
postal-services are ranked by 25% of the Students under the top 2 of their preferred way to apply for a job.

10

APPLICATION: I’LL FIND MY WAY: Romanian as well as German students are confident to find relatively easily a job. 
In Romania 59% fully agreed or agreed to the statement that they will find relatively easily a job. In Germany 49% 
agreed to this statement. 



RECOMMENDATION
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Recommendations
Sharpen your profile as employer by an authentic employer branding

Ensure a simple and fast options for candidates to transmit their applications

Use Chatbots, Snaps and Video Application only selective and carefully

Create “touchable Touchpoints” for a cooperation with students

Select your team for career events carefully – competence and likeability counts!

6 Ensure also that your hiring manager has a professional recruiting-mindset!

7 Enter as early as possible in personal contact with the canditates!

8 Where necessary consider different country strategies for hiring to match the local candidate expectations.
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